
Faster build and 
deployment time-frames

Consistently apply processes and 

procedures on a solid infrastructure 

to drive efficiency and allow apps 

to be built and deployed more 

quickly

Reduced risk

Perform a gap analysis with 

more than 600 Best Practice 

Checks to reduce risk, identify 

security vulnerabilities, and 

remediate compliance breaks 

before they become issues

Consistency

AWS Well-Architected provides a 

consistent and time-tested 

approach for regularly 

evaluating architectures

Achieve cost savings

Apply cost optimization techniques 

that make the most effective use 

of services and resources to 

achieve desired business outcomes 

as cost effectively as possible
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AWS Cloud Checkup
Your cloud, your data, your opportunity to gain 
actionable insights for cost savings

But it's a manual process, susceptible to mistakes and can be quite time 

consuming. FORTE CLOUD checkup performs the AWS Well-Architected 

Reviews quickly and cost-effectively for your business. The report includes 

actionable insights and detailed information on your cloud for each of the 

five pillars, operational excellence, security, reliability, performance efficiency, 

and cost optimization.

Are you Well -Architected?
AWS offers you the tools to build and operate a secure, high-performing, 

resilient, and efficient  infrastructure with their Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

Well-Architected Framework. However, often times management mistakes 

can prevent businesses from achieving the best results. That is why 

conducting an AWS Well-Architected Review is essential to maintaining a 

healthy environment.

Your Trusted Partner
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FORTE CLOUD checkup is a detailed assessment of 

your cloud infrastructure, designed to pinpoint 

optimization opportunities, security vulnerabilities 

and document shared objectives. 

Your personalized report demonstrates 

how FORTE CLOUD helps you save costs 

while effectively meeting all your cloud cost 

and governance needs.

Our free checkup utilizes past data to produce 

a detailed report to fin opportunities to correct 

over-spending, identify security and compliance 

vulnerabilities, and plan for future growth.

Cloud checkup

100% Managed-easy,
non-disruptive and actionable
The cloud checkup is 100% managed, with no interruption of service, 

performance strains, or security vulnerabilities. Use your cloud data to 

reveal opportunities to correct over-spending, identify security and 

compliance vulnerabilities, and plan for future resource needs and 

expenditures.

        Optimize costs for savings and performance                      Achieve advanced discounts with RIs and savings plans     

Gain an understanding of the pros and cons that apply to the decisions 

made when designing and building systems on AWS. By following the 

guidance provided by the AWS Well-Architected Framework, you will be 

able to measure your architectures against proven best practices, and more 

rapidly identify areas that may need improvement. From there, you can 

subsequently develop and implement improvement plans that will 

help reduce risks in your workloads.

Realize the value of implementing AWS architectural best practices

Optimize your cloud with AWS Well-Architected best practices
Request now »

Total visibility starts now

Improve overall security and compliance Review and improve your AWS Well-Architected
framework in accordance with AWS standards  

https://fortecloud.com/aws-cloud-checkup/


Optimize Your environment for cost saving and performance
Request now »

When scaling cloud environments, organizations find it increasingly 

challenging to ensure cost efficiency, prevent lapses in security, and 

maintain compliance posture. Cloud teams do not always proactively seek 

out a solution to their problems until it’s too late. Typically, only after a 

problem occurs do they realize that help and guidance is required.

Cloud Administrators need visibility into operations in order to identify 

opportunities for improved cloud governance.

FORTE CLOUD free cloud checkup offers you the data you need to gain 

total visibility and solve any issues you may be facing.

Eliminate cloud management challenges

Cost optimization
and proactive management

Pinpoint wasted resources and highlight re-sizing 

recommendations to ensure that your cloud 

spending is optimized across your cloud 

infrastructure.

Unrivaled security and compliance

Perform a gap analysis with more than 600 Best 

Practice Checks to reduce risk, identify security 

vulnerabilities, and remediate compliance breaks.

Actionable insights
for recommended improvements

Analyze past data usage and generate detailed 

reports to better plan for cloud infrastructure 

needs, enabling you to continuously optimize 

and secure your environment well into the future.
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About FORTE CLOUD

We are a leading cloud services provider and systems integrator that has 

been delivering state-of-the-art technology solutions to clients in Egypt 

and the MENA region since 2014.

With unique expertise in digital business transformation and cloud 

computing for organizations across different industry sectors, we pride 

ourselves on being the sole AWS Advanced Partner, authorized reseller and 

public sector partner in Egypt.

We also provide a broad portfolio of information technology solutions 

and services that are specially tailored to address the challenges of each 

of our clients’ businesses and answer for their digitalization and process 

automation.

https://fortecloud.com/aws-cloud-checkup/



